
Three “Favorite
Thing of the Day”
picks @ The PGA Show

-Golf Channel Morning Drive Hosts

“Great Products.
  Great Company.”

-Tee It Up Radio Show

“Best Game  
Improvement
 Products of 2016”

–GolfGearWeekly.com

Winner: Product
of the Month

 -GolfTalk Live Radio

“It’s fabulous! 
They really came up 
with a winner.”

–Mike Calbot, The Golf Doctor

“Every once in a while
a company comes along
that changes the game.
HoleOut appears to

   be one of those companies.”
-Golf Champion Magazine

“Every product stands  
alone as a great idea,
but a whole suite of them? 
Sweet.” -GolfTips Magazine   

Change Your Game™ 

“The tools inside 
are well crafted...
to make your playing 

  experience better.”
-PluggedInGolf.com
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Pros don't ‘sway’ but amateurs do. Sway is most often the cause of 
miss-hits, and until now, has been nearly impossible to self-diagnose.

-Warm-up every time with AntiSway Pro, and you WILL play better.
-Adjusts to every golfer, every club, and every stance.
-Offers instant feedback on what you’re doing wrong.
-Take your stance, leaving a small gap between armatures and leg.
-Swing away! When you don’t touch the armatures, you’ve GOT it.
-Practice anywhere: just swing a club, no ball required.
-Comes with a flexible leash so there’s no readjusting between swings.
-Assembles quickly for Right and Left handed players.
-Get the swing-foundation of the pros in no time.

us$49.95 retail

pack of 8: us$5.99 retail  

We took the best performing tee in golf and made it even better. No other tee 
has so much unique technology:

-USGA Conforming
-Ball supports will not engage dimples.
-Zero unwanted spin.
-Extreme durability and Eco-Friendly. Play round after round with one tee.
-Ergonomic shape feels great while teeing up.
-Diamond Shape Shaft cuts through turf, instead of bending/breaking.
-Height indicators are neatly molded into the shaft.
-It feels like “hitting off of air.” 

Nobody but HoleOut® offers these tools.
The Best Tee, the Best Towel, the Best Ballmark Holder,
and the Best Swing Trainer in Golf...

We’ve rigorously designed, stress-tested, and 
re-designed our line until they were ready for play. 
We’re players too. We developed products that 
we wanted and needed. 

These patented, superior, and Absurdly Functional™ 
tools are USGA Conforming, exceptionally crafted 
and real-round proven.

And the golf world is taking notice.

Gen2 2.75” or 3.5”

“AntiSway Pro will last a lifetime. And if you eliminate sway, your game
will most certainly improve.” -Matt Meeker, PluggedInGolf.com

“I love this tee. I feel like it really is perfect, and for so many different 
reasons: It’s minimalist, environmentally friendly, and lasts forever.” 

    -Adam Gottfried, Host: ‘Tee It Up’ Radio Show

2.75” 3.5”



PerfecTowel™simply out-performs all other towels in the industry:

-Equipped with our USGA Conforming TowelCaddy™: Hooks to your 
 putter so it’s always where you need it: On the bag, or on the green.
-With an unmatched SIX cleaning surfaces: 3 Wet and 3 Dry.
-Use the 4 inside surfaces for dirty jobs & 2 exterior for face+hands.
-Internal Hanger will not rust or tear, and removes for easy washing.
-Small 1x1’ Form Factor: Won’t drag or get caught in cart wheels.
-Waterproof membrane stitched inside keeps Wet/Dry surfaces.
-The pro’s favorite waffle-surface microfiber cleans deep into grooves.
-Custom embroider-able for your club, team or tournament.

us$19.95 retail
™PerfecTowel

us$24.99 retail

The USGA Conforming ballmark holder that sits uber-conveniently at the 
tip of the putter grip. Never fumble for, or lose that ballmark again.

The strong magnetic base keeps the ballmark put, 
even when upside-down in the bag. But when you need it, the ballmark 
releases with slight pressure on either side next to the flat ball-removal facets.

And when calibrated using HoleOut’s TruVertical™Method, those same facets
can become ideal visual attributes of where to hold your putter for a consistent, 
near-perfect vertical shaft edge. It’s like having a plumb-line on every green. 
All while maintaining USGA Conformity. There’s simply no other tool like it.

us$12.99/13.99/14.99 retail

DIY Counter Balance System™ exclusively for HoleOut Pro™Everybody’s doing it. Adding weight to the top of the putter shaft adds
a noticeable difference in feel and stroke. But until now, it usually took a 
professional installation or a new putter to achieve. ProMass changes that.

When you make the wise decision to install HoleOut Pro (sold separately)
just choose your desired ProMass CounterWeight System™ weight:
50, 75 or 100 gram, and thread it tightly to  the bottom of HoleOut Pro.
Then install according to the HoleOut Pro Instructions. It couldn’t be easier.

Get that extra touch on the greens, without spending a lot of green.

So you already have a favorite towel? Never again leave it 
behind. Our one-of-a-kind TowelCaddy is available separately. TowelCaddy™ us$5.99 retail

100g.

75g.

50g.

“I think we’ve found the most functional towel on the market.
It’s a brilliant invention, and has earned the name The Perfect Towel.” 
                                                             -GoTimeGolf.com

“I love this tee. I feel like it really is perfect, and for so many different 
reasons: It’s minimalist, environmentally friendly, and lasts forever.” 

    -Adam Gottfried, Host: ‘Tee It Up’ Radio Show

HoleOut Pro
sold separately.

“If you’re currently a plumb-bobber, or you want to become an effective one,
HoleOut Pro is a must-have.”           -Matt Saturnus, PluggedInGolf.com



“From the minute you try AntiSway Pro, 
you understand why it’s so popular.
This could be one of the most important 
training aids for teaching professionals
because there is an application for 
every swing used on the golf course.”

-Tony Leodora, GolfTalk Radio 

“HoleOut is one of the more
diversified companies that we
have seen when it comes to providing
products which address a lot
of different areas

  and it really is nice to see.”
-James Miles, TheHackersParadise.com

“This is a really great towel.” -Matt Meeker, PluggedInGolf.com

“...the truth is, they do work  
well. We’d even go as far to say, 

Really, really well.”
-Golf Champion Magazine

“These six affordable,  
why-didn’t-I-think-of-that
items should find their way to
every golfer’s bag,
both on the course

   and on the practice tee.”
-GolfTips Magazine

HoleOut, LLC
12544 Kirkham Court #1

Poway, CA  92064

Email: sales@holeout.com
Phone: 858-230-1050
www.HoleOut.com

©2017 HoleOut LLC

A HoleOut display is a must-have
addition to any golf retail space.

All first orders include powerful 
silent-salesman signage.

Slatwall and gridwall freestanding 
displays are also available.

Just ask. We’re here to help you.
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